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The effective use of information is a critical prob-
lem faced by manufacturing organizations that must re-
spond quickly to market changes. As product runs be-
come shorter, rapid and efficient development of product
manufacturing facilities becomes crucial to commercial

success. Effective information utilization is a key ele-
ment to successfully meeting these requirements. This
paper reviews opportunities for developing technical so-
lutions to information utilization problems within a man-

ufacturing enterprise, and outhnes a research agenda for
solving these problems.

1 Introduction

Agile manufacturing is being heralded as the key to suc-
cessful competition in today's marketplace, supplanting
traditional mass production techniques. As always, the
successful economic competitor is the one who produces

the right product at the right price. What has changed is
the marketplace -- consumers no longer want a generic
product at the lowest price. The increasing reality of
the world as a single market is forcing suppliers to deal
with more varied demands, niche markets, and most im-
portantly, more Competitors. Agility in manufacturing
is the the ability to respond to small production quan-
tities, short development cycles and product lifetimes,
and increased product variety. The manufacturer who
successfully adopts these skills will be more responsive
to changing customer desires and will be rewarded with
a larger market share.

It is our view that although there are important pro-
cess development issues, success in agile manufactur-
ing will center on effectively utilizing information in the
manufacturing organization. As product cycles and pro-
duction quantities shrink, product costs become increas-

ingly dominated by non-recurring engineering costs --
the upfront engineering, b-hrthermore, efficient infor-
mation control is a critical contributor to determining
time-to-market, another increasingly important issue in
today's marketplace. The successful producer is the one
who recognizes the importance in developing, analyzing,
and utilizing information.
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The manufacturer that ties its future productivity to
the utilization of information also opens an opportunity
to free itself from current resource-based growth con-
straints. As long as competitiveness is closely tied to
physical goods, a mature industry finds its fate tied to
changes in resource availability or to the incremental im-
provements of a mature technology. By linking its future
to information utilization, the agile enterprise benefits
from the inherently unlimited nature of an abstract com-
modity, information. ]_-_arther, information technology is
currently improving at a very high rate, allowing infor-
mation to be processed at rapidly declining costs.

Sandia's Intelligent Systems and Robotics Center
(ISRC) has created a program in Information-Driven
Manufacturing to focus efforts on the effective control

and utilization of information in the manufacturing en-
vironment. We have identified automatic planning and
programming, and sensor- and model-based control as
key technologies required to overcome the impediments
to agility inherent in current generation manufactur-
ing equipment. We have chosen assembly of electro-
mechanical components to motivate our research in ag-
ile manufacturing. This subset of manufacturing tasks
is important both for its major role in manufacturing,
and because many of the key issues to be resolved in
electro-mechanical assembly are representative of analo-

gous problems elsewhere in the manufacturing process.

In classic economic tradition, we will draw upon the
example of the Acme Widget Company to build a sce-
nario for agile manufacturing. Through this example we
will illustrate the path of information flow in the man-
ufacturing process and explore how better utilization of
that information translates into greater agility. We will
also identify the important research issues that require
resolution to create the highly agile enterprise.

2 The Acme Widget Company

Acme Widget is a world-leader in the design and man-
ufacture of -- widgets. Market research has identified
significant consumer interest in widgets with a Super

Turbo feature. Fortunately, the technology required to
produce Super Turbo Widgets has been developed by re-

searchers in Acme's basement. Now Acme's problem is
to manufacture the new Super Turbo Widgets and bring
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them to the marketplace before their competitor, Vile
Enterprises. We will follow the design and production of
this new product with an eye toward where information
is generated and utilized.

Acme researchers have produced a prototype Super
Turbo Widget, but this prototype must be refined into a
commercial product design and then manufactured. The
engineering department develops a candidate design, and
the drawings are sent to the prototyping shop. Based on
tests with the early units, engineering makes a number
of design changes to refiaove slight performance glitches,
and new prototypes are built. After several such cycles,

the design is frozen and sent to production engineering.

The basic technology of the Super Turbo Widget is
the same as the ordinary widget, so production engineer-

ing's primary task is to develop tooling and set up the
new production line. Production engineering develops
an assembly line plan, and notices that several inverting
stations are required that seem extraneous. By inserting
screws A12-A16 from the opposite direction, several of
these inverting stations may be omitted, reducing manu-
facturing costs. Production engineering sends the draw-
ings back to design engineering and requests the design

change.

Design engineering implements the requested change,
which requires cutting new dies for some of the stamped

parts. Production engineering then resumes work. An
initial batch of parts is fabricated, and assembly line con-
struction begins. Initial trials reveal that the hole spac-

ing on part X3Y is too tight for the high-speed insertion
machines, requiring either a design change or a signif-
icant cost penalty along with reduced production rate.
This hole spacing is not critical to widget performance,

so the design is again modified by design engineering.

Finally the unit goes into volume production. Dur-
ing the initial production runs, the workstation for part
G42Z jams 15% of the time, causing spoilage that in-

terrupts production and eradicates profits. Apparently
there is a slight difference between the injection-molded
production version of part G42Z and the machined pro-
totypes used in the initial workstation trials. Production
engineers study the situation, and are eventually able to
adjust and modify the workstation tooling to prevent the
problem.

At last Acme is producing Super Turbo Widgets with-
out a hitch. Unfortunately, Vile Enterprises introduced
its new Extra Turbo Whatsit two months earlier, and has

already sold 20,000 units. It is unclear whether Acme
will ever be able to gain a significant market share in
the wake of Vile's head start.

3 Analysis of the Scenario

The scenario demonstrates a basic cycle consisting of de-
sign -, fabricate --, test -_ repeat. In our example we
had an "inner loop" between engineering and prototyp-
ing that we traversed several times. There is another

inner loop in the production engineering area. Finally,
there is an outer loop containing these two inner loops.
There are three basic methods that we can apply to
shorten the time to get to market -- fewer times around

each loop, concurrent execution of the loops, and faster
execution of the steps inside each loop. The first and last
methods also lead to reduced non-recurring engineering
costs.

Acme could have exploited all three of these methods
by using information effectively. For example, produc-
tion engineering's initial trials showed that modifying
the X3Y hole spacing could reduce manufacturing costs;
if this information about the limitations of the manu-

facturing equipment was discovered at design time, an
entire cycle between design and production engineering
could have been avoided. Y_rther, if design engineering
had released interim design information, then production
engineering could have begun assembly line development
concurrently. Finally, better analysis tools could have
helped both design and production engineering identify
and resolve problems more rapidly, thus shortening the
time required for each step.

Inadequate use of information was central to Acme's
problems. The most significant problems were related to
information content rather than information flow. For

example, the failure of the G42Z workstation resulted
from subtleties in the interaction between the worksta-

tion and the parts it manipulated. This workstation
design was sensitive to differences between machined
and injection-molded parts, but this information was not
known until production began, at which point the work-
station began to fail. This is an example where critical
information was simply not available until late in the

design/production cycle.

Despite the close similarity of the manufacturing pro-
cesses for the ordinary and Super Turbo Widgets, the
scenario shows how inadequate information utilization
during design and manufacturing development can sub-
stantially affect the eventual profitability of the product.

4 A Research Agenda for Agile Manufacturing

The Acme widget scenario showed two opportunities for
using information to increase manufacturing agility: by
allowing work to proceed concurrently, and by providing

early detection of problems. There is also a third ap-
proach: by using information on-line to provide process
capabilities not available otherwise. These new process
capabilities may eliminate problems and reduce the need
for co_ :plex design analysis.

In the following sections we outline an agenda of re-
search required to support the information-based agile

enterprise. The outline provides the broad brushstrokes
of what will be a long-term effort by many participants.
Within Sandia's Intelligent Systems and Robotics Cen-
ter we have created the Information-Driven Manufac-

turing Project to develop technology to support each of
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theseapproaches,ultimatelyin concert.Thefollowing
sectionswill reviewtheseapproaches,theresearchprob-
lemstheyentail,andsomeof Sandia'seffortstoward
theirsolution.

4.1 Allowing Concurrent Work

One method of reducing the time required to take a
product to market is to perform product design and
manufacturing development concurrently. This requires
good communication between design and manufactur-
ing groups, and frequent exchange of design information
between groups. Information exchange adds overhead
to the efforts of both groups; if this overhead becomes

too large, then the benefits of concurrent engineering are
lost.

Successfully implementing concurrent engineering in
a manufacturing organization involves significant human
factors and management issues. However, there are tech-
nical challenges as well. These include the development
of efficient communication techniques that minimize the

overhead associated with concurrent engineering. Sup-
porting this communication electronically could produce
substantial benefits, but some difficult problems must be
confronted. For example, distributed design representa-
tions must be developed that will allow a design to be
modified by many designers spread throughout a man-

ufacturing organization, while preventing one designer
from inadvertently corrupting another designer's work.
Further, the design representation must allow each de-

signer to view relevant aspects of the design; for example,
one designer may wish to check for part interference dur-
ing the expected motions of a mechanism, while a second

designer may focus on the mechanism 's hydraulic control
system. At the same time these activities are proceed-
ing, a production engineer may be seeking ways to re-
duce the complexity of assembling the mechanism. Each
of these analysis problems requires numerous analysis-
specific details describing the design. If these views are
not seamlessly integrated, then concurrent engineering is
compromised because the implications of design changes
are more difficult to transmit between groups.

We can break the problem of developing concurrent

engineering tools into two basic components: represen-
tation and communication. The representation compo-
nent requires that the design database support each de-
signer's view of the design problem. In the example of
the previous paragraph, the representation must support
analysis of kinematic linkages, geometric sweeping opera-
tions for interference checking, a model of hydraulic per-
formance, and the geometric and physical information
needed for assembly analysis. The communication com-

ponent requires software that allows multiple designers
to effectively access the data simultaneously. This soft-
ware must facilitate efficient communication of design
details and intent, and prevent conflicts between design
modifications.

Past work has addressed many of these issues. Rep-
resentations have been developed for geometric analy-
sis, including kinematic pairs and sweeping operations
[Leu et al. 1986; Hoffmann 1989; Joskowicz 1989;
Rossignac and Requicha 1986]. Special-purpose repre-
sentations have also been developed for modeling hy-

draulic systems and other design aspects. However, rep-
resentations that support manufacturing process analy-
sis require further development; these must be completed
before an integrated multiple-view design representation
may be developed. There has also been work addressing
the communication component of the problem [Kanna-
pan and Marshek 1991]. Past work in computer net-
works, transaction-based databases, and multiple-user
concurrency and version control all shed light on the is-
sues that must be addressed to successfully implement a
concurrent engineering system.

Given the state of the art, a sound approach to de-
veloping effective concurrent engineering systems is to
develop the necessary specific representations to support
analysis of manufacturing processes, integrate these and
other representations to produce an integrated multiple-
view design representation, and develop a system that
will allow several users to work simultaneously with a
design using the integrated representation. The near-
term research goals of the Sandia ISRC will address the
first of these problems by developing the representations
required to support early problem detection and on-line

control of manufacturing processes. Integrating these
representations will be addressed in the longer term.

4.2 Early Problem Detection

One of the key lessons of the Acme scenario is that it
becomes increasingly expensive to resolve problems as
the development process proceeds. Further, the later a
problem is discovered, the greater the delay that results
from solving the problem. Thus, early detection of prob-
lems in the product or its manufacturing facility could
reduce non-recurring engineering costs while simultane-
ously bringing the product more quickly to the market.
In other cases these techniques may show that manufac-

turing costs will erode profits, allowing a manufacturer
to cancel a project before the sunk costs become too
great.

Problems may occur in a variety of places. The prod-
uct may fail to perform its desired function reliably. Ba-
sic part fabrication processes may produce high scrap
rates. Assembly machines may jam or improperly as-
semble parts. To maximize the agility of the manufac-
turing enterprise, we would like to detect problems as
early as possible in each of these areas. In this section,

we will focus on problems that occur in the assembly
stage. This is due to the inherent difficulty of predicting
these problems, their prevalence in manufacturing appli-
cations, and their relative insensitivity to the fabrication
technology used to produce the component parts. The
goal of the research agenda outlined here is to develop
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analysistechniquesthat cancombinethe information
inherentin the designmodelwith informationregard-
ingmanufacturingcapabilitiesto predictmanufacturing
problems.

Assemblyproblemsmayoccuronamacroscopicormi-
croscopiclevel.On themacroscopiclevel,the intrinsic
productdesignmayforceadditionalmanipulationand
assemblyoperationsthat increasemanufacturingcosts
(suchastheextrainvertingstationsneededinourAcme
Widgetscenario).Analyzingassemblystrategiesearlyin
thedesignprocessmaysuggestrelativelysimpledesign
changesthat maydramaticallyreducethenumberofre-
quiredassemblyoperationsandyieldsubstantialmanu-
facturingcostsavings.Thisbenefitcouldbemaximized
by performingan assemblyanalysisfrequentlyduring
thedesignprocess,but this is impededbytheinherent
difficultyof a detailedassemblyanalysis.Thenumber
of possibleassemblysequencesgrowsexponentiallywith
thenumberofparts,andcomplexfeasibilityconstraints
mustbeevaluatedto discriminatebetweenfeasibleand
infeasibleassemblyplans.Further,theseconstraintsde-
pendon detailsof the assemblyline andits tooling,
whichmaybemodifiedto improveassemblyefficiency.
Thesecomplicationsdiscouragefrequentassemblyanaly-
sis;toolsto aidthis analysiswouldallowmanufacturing
organizationsto simplifyproductassemblyoperations
beforedesignchangesbecomeprohibitivelyexpensive.

Theproblemofautomaticassemblysequenceanalysis
hasbeenstudiedforseveralyears.The1992IEEECon-
ferenceonRoboticsandAutomationsponsoredawork-
shoponthis topic;thenotesto thisworkshopprovidea
snapshotof thestateof theart [Leeet al. 1992]. More
accessible references include [Fahlman 1974; Lieberman
and Wesley 1977; Boothroyd and Dewhurst 1986; Wolter

1988; Strip and Maciejewski 1990; Defazio et al. 1990;
Homem de Mello and Lee 1991]. These efforts have pro-

duced several prototype assembly planning and analysis
systems, and have also identified a variety of open prob-
lems that must be solved to support general assembly
analysis. These include developing planners that accept
geometric CAD models as input, implementing search
procedures that effectively cope with the combinatorial
explosion of design alternatives, developing methods for
combining geometric and physical process constraints in
the assembly analysis, and implementing reconfigurable

procedures for generating output process specifications
and machine-executable code. The Sandia ISRC will

continue to address these problems in future work.

Assembly problems may also occur at a finer level of
detail. In addition to laying out the simplest possible se-
quence of assembly operations, manufacturing engineers
must implement assembly lines that reliably carry out
each operation. This is at once critical and difficult. Due
to the serial nature of assembly lines, the reliability of
the entire line hinges on the reliability of each individual
operation. Assuring this reliability is very difficult to do
in advance, since part-handling operations often involve
subtle mechanical processes that are hard to understand

and predict. The Acme example contains an instance of
this -- the inability to reliably feed part G42Z because
of variations induced in the fabrication stage. Currently
a manufacturing engineer is forced to employ trial-and-
error methods after parts and tooling have been fabri-
cated, which delays assembly line implementation and
leads to late (expensive) design changes. Tools that help
identify reliability problems early on would help manu-
facturing organizations avoid these delays and their as-
sociated cost.

Research on issues at this microscopic scale are gener-
ally referred to as fine motion planning [Lozano-P_rez et
al. 1984]. This research strives to simultaneously con-
sider task geometry, physics, and uncertainty to auto-
matically analyze and construct robust assembly tasks.
Much of the early work in this area studied issues related
to specific assembly tasks, such as peg-in-hole assembly
[Whitney 1982; Erdmann 1986; Donald 1988; Strip 1989;
Caine et al. 1989]. Other work has addressed tasks more
closely related to part feeding and presentation [Erd-
mann and Mason 1986; Peshkin and Sanderson 1988;

Goldberg et al. 1991; Boothroyd 1992; Brost 1992;
Schimmels and Peshkin 1992]. These results have im-

proved our ability to au_oma_mauy............ all_ly'.........t_ a._l,_,_.l'l'"
tasks, but much work remains. Open problems include

the development of robust analysis procedures that may
be applied to a variety of tasks, definition of practical
models of task uncertainty, and calibration of the phys-
ical accuracy of the analysis output, b-_ture ISRC re-
search will address these problems.

The above discussion separates the macroscopic and
microscopic aspects of an assembly problem. The macro-
scopic analysis addresses the assembly sequence and
overall assembly plan, while the microscopic analysis ad-
dresses the details of each individual assembly operation.
In reality, these issues are coupled -- the choice of as-
sembly sequence can simplify or complicate the required

assembly operations, and details of each assembly op-
eration can affect the feasibility of a given assembly se-

quence. An ultimate goal of our research in information-
driven manufacturing is to produce an integrated assem-
bly analysis tool that supports early problem detection
by simultaneously considering both macroscopic and mi-
croscopic aspects of an assembly problem.

4.3 On-Line Process Control

The previous sections have described two methods for
using information to reduce the time to implement a
desired manufacturing line -- by supporting concurrent
work and early problem detection. Both methods have
the benefit that, given a fixed set of problems to solve in
order to implement a desired assembly line, they accel-
erate the process of solving these problems.

A third approach is to reduce the number of problems
that must be solved by increasing the capabilities of the
assembly process itself. One method is to use informa-
tion to make on-line process adjustments at production
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time. Forexample,considertheproblemof mating two
parts. A standard approach is to place one part pre-
cisely in a fixture, and then attach the second part using

a placement device that expects the first part to be re-
peatably placed. Implementing this strategy requires the
development of a fixture and fixture-placement operation
that places the first part in a highly-repeatable position;
the details of this operation must be carefully evaluated
by a manufacturing engineer. An alternative would be to
place the first part in a simple clamping device, measure
the part's true position, and modify the second part's in-
sertion motion in response to the measured position. If

the sensing/motion modification device is easy to repro-
gram for the new task, then this approach reduces the
effort required to develop the assembly line because the
need for a detailed repeatable fixture analysis is elim-

inated. Additional cost savings arise because a part-
specific custom fixture does not need to be constructed,
and part tolerances relevant only to the fixturing opera-
tion may be relaxed.

On-line control of manufacturing processes can also
produce cost savings by allowing changes to the technol-
ogy used to manufacture parts. For example, sometimes
a weld between two parts must be ground flush with the
surrounding surface to eliminate stress risers on an as-
sembly that is subject to high strain. The exact surface
position is not critical, but the surface smoothness is crit-
ical. Precise grinding machines may be used to smooth
out the weld to the required tolerance, but these ma-

chines also require a precise surface position and shape,
thereby imposing additional tolerance specifications that

result purely from manufacturing considerations. If on-
line sensing is used to sense the surface position and
adjust the grinding operation accordingly, then these ad-
ditional tolerance specifications are no longer required.
This may allow the parts to be cast instead of machined,
yielding substantial cost savings.

These examples illustrate ways to employ the use of
information during process execution, thereby simpli-
fying the up-front information analysis required. Ade-

quately using information on-line requires good sensors,
means for interpreting sensor data, methods for control-
ling actuation devices based on the interpreted sensor
results, and a simple method for re-programming the
sensing/control device to execute a new task.

The use of on-line sensing to compensate for process
variations has been applied to a variety of manufactur-
ing processes. For example, active force control has been
applied to compensate for part and fixturing inaccura-
cies during assembly operations [Whitney 1977]. Force
control has also been used in conjunction with high-
resolution capacitive sensors to allow tight-tolerance fin-
ishing operations on metal parts in significantly less time
than competing technologies [Selleck and Loucks 1990].
Machine vision has been used to locate parts that are
difficult to feed mechanically [Regalbuto 1991]. The
challenge in each of these cases is to make the on-line
sensing/control system flexible and easy to re-program.

Future research at the ISRC will continue to develop

sensors, control systems, and user interfaces to support
flexible on-line process control.

5 Conclusion

We have seen that effective information utilization is a

critical issue in agile manufacturing. Although there are
numerous issues in process and tool development that
will significantly impact agility in production, the most
important changes will come from shifting our atten-
tion from the hardware in a plant to the information
used to design and manufacture a new product. It is
only through good information utilization that we can
achieve better productivity in the non-recurring engi-
neering costs, which are becoming increasingly impor-
tant as product life cycles shorten. In addition, effective
information utilization will shorten product development
time, which is essential as the number and variety of
competitors grows. On the factory floor, information-
based control will change the way in which machines
and processes work. As more of the process versatility
becomes embedded in real-time controllers, we will be

able to add previously unimagined capabilities to smart
machines at low marginal cost.

Information-driven manufacturing methods use infor-
mation to efficiently implement a successful manufactur-

ing facility. In this paper we have identified an agenda
of research topics whose resolution is necessary to make
these methods a reality. The outlined research program
will require a dedicated effort by many researchers from
a variety of organizations. Like many others throughout
the world, we in the ISRC are working on pieces of the
puzzle. We recognize the critical importance of collab-
orating with others ranging from leading edge research
organizations to down-in-the-trenches production engi-
neers. We invite these collaborations as we continue to

develop tools to support information-driven production.
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